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MARDI GRAS WEEKEND OPENS AT CASTLE FARM
Muskies In Second Consecutive Post-Season T oumey
Xavier Among '!welve
In New York Tourney
By Mel Brennan,

. Pre-Lenten Celebration At Dance, Carnival;
Highlights Activities Provided For Weekend
By Charles Wright, News Associate Editor
Tonight is the night for all Xavier students to come alive
with the spirit of Mardi Gras. The big weekend is about to
start.
Tonight Xavier students and their dates will be enjoying
themselves to the music of Sammy Kaye's Orchestra, now

New• Sporta Edicor
It's NIT-bound as far as the
Xavier Musketeers are concerned. Early Monday morning, Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
President of X av i er , an-

under the direction of Ernie
nounced that the Muskies had
Rudy. Mr. Rudy is most widely
' be<:ome the seventh team to acknown for his recording of
cept a bid for the post season
"Say It With Your Heart"
New York tourney.
which
took the country by
Pre - Medical students of'
For Xavier, victorious in 15 of
storm early in 1953. The dance
Xavier
will
assist
the
St.
Luke
21 contests, it will mark the secwill be held from 9; 00 p.m. to
Physician's Retreat Group of 1:00
ond straight year to appear in
a,m.
Greater Cincinnati, under the
the meet. They join Dayton,
In
order that the backs of
direction of Dr. Charles Blase,
Manhattan, UC, Memphis State,
a gr.aduate, in sponsoring an raffle books count toward the
Seattle, and Seton Hall in a field
exhibit at the Centinnial Expo- dance ticket, they will have to
that will be increased to 12 be- _
sition of the Cincinnati Academy be in the office by 2 p.m. today.
·fore the March 16 opening game.
of Medicine in Music Hall, Feb. Tickets for the dance will be
As far as many, were concerned,
available also at the Student
27 thru Mar. 3.
Xavier had all but eliminated
The booth sponsored by the Activities Headquarters in North
themselves with successive losses
retreat group is built around the Hall.
to UC and Louisville, last year's
theme of moral problems of
Vnauthorlz&i posses8fon bJ aay
NIT champs. But, the Blue-andmedicine which Catholic docstudent
or by the suest of an1
White came roaring back with
tors must observe concerning
up-hill wins over two NIT teams,
euthanasia, therapeutic abortion, student of alcoholic beverages on
campus or at any University funcDayton and Manhattan. It was
ectopic pregnacy, etc.
after the last win that the MusBesides treating on moral tion is grounds for dismissal.
kies received the call from New
will also treat the importa11ce of
Tomorrow night, immediately
York they so long awaited.
...
·,
retreats in relation to a Catholic following the basketball game
.
~-~_5.:~. '
Actually, the Musketeers re·
. doctor's .life...This will . ·be the between Xavier and Miami uniceived bids to play in both of
Frank Tartaron lays· one up for the Muskies as Xavier. downs outstanding feature, making this
the big tourneys. One half hour the Flyers 68-65. This was one of the two games which brought the exhibit the only one of its kind. versities, the Mardi Gras Carnival and Dance will take place in
after receiving the NIT bid, the coveted N.l.T. bid to Xavier.
Photo by X. U. Camera Club
Students have expressed grat- the Armory and will run to 1
NCAA called and extended an
itude to the St. Luke Physician's a.m.
at-large bid, but they were just
Ret1·eat
Retreat Group for presenting a
As the gala evening takes
a little too late as far as Xavier
All students must fulfill their spiritual view of medicine in a place in the Armory, the Alumni
was concerned.
annual retreat requirements by materiaHstic world.
will hold their dance at the
The Xavier participants are Sheraton-Gibson Roof Garden.
Easter Sunday, April 21. Details
regarding the retreat require- Walter Brusch, William Grau, Sometime during the dance the
ments
are posted on the Dean of Kenneth Hehman, John Herbst, drawing for the 1957 Mercury
Dr. Walter C. Langsam,
Men's
bulletin board in Science Alvin· Huesman, Henry Rohs, will take place. During the
president of the University of
and Theodore Stoner.
dance at the Armory the draw
Cincinnati, and the Very Rev- Hall.
ing for the trip to a N.I.T. game,
erend Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
a Hi-Fi phonograph, a portable
president of Xavier UniverDer Student aus dem Paradies, sity, issued the following joint
T. V., a portable radio, a clock
a sixteenth century Shrove Tues- statement last Tuesday:
radio, and another gift just
day play by Hans Sachs, will be
decided, upon last Friday, a
· "The friends and supporters of
•
the ·principal feature of a joint the University of Cincinnati and
Shick
Electric Shaver, will take
The challenge of Lourdes will be discussed by Mrs. Win"Fasching" meeting of the Heid- of Xavier University in the past
place.
elberg Club and German students few weeks have given expression ifred Feely in an "A" Series Gonvocation Wednesday, March 6
The dance is not formal or
..
from Our Lady of Cincinnati to many opinions as to what at 1:30 p.m. in the Armory.,
even
semi-formal, but no ' 1blue- ·
Mrs. Feely, born in Chma of British parents, spent a great
College at 8: 00 p.m., Tuesday, should and what should not be
jeans"
will be permitted. · The
parts of that country, and
March 5, · in the Student Activ- the athletic relations between our deal of her childhood in various
later married there. The Second carnival will consist of 12 ·booths
ities Room of North Hall.
two universities. To clarify the
World War found her in France, whose identities are "top secret."
The play, which is typi'::al of air, we feel that a joint 'stateand as the German occupation
the comedies pr~sented during ment from the executive heads
army moved in, she escaped to
the pre-Lenten celebrations in of Xavier and U.C. should be
England. A f t e r D-Day she
Nuernberg, is to be directed by issued at this time. May it correct
second party of the Catholic
Dr. Anne Gruenberg, professor some misconcetions and lay at
crossed the Channel with the
An
English
course
for
Hunof German at Our Lady of Cin- rest ·the rumors."
Women's League for voluntary
The Athenaeum p~ize key bas
·cinnati College. The cast includes
"We are happy. to say that our garians is now being offered welfare work, opening and di- been awarded to R. Bruee. Heldt,
Jerome Finnegan, Alfred Toborg, relations are characterized by at Xavier.
recting canteens and Catholic Xavier Sophomore, for his artiele, ·
The class"s, open to all Hun· centers
and Joyce · Ellensohn. All stu- understanding and mutual reas far as Berlin.
dents of German are cordially spect. Where common problems garians who wish to perfect
Meanwhile,
her husband who "Joint Return". Bruce 11 a mem·
invited to be present.
exist, they have been discussed in · their command of English, will had been interned by the Jap- ber of the Mermaid Tavern.
frank and friendly fashion. This be held each Monday and Thurs· anese, died shorJly after his
The final deadline for submit·
has been the rule in athletics as day at 8:30 p.m. In the Walter release. While·· still very. much ting arttefes to the spring Issue
Bookstore Notice
Schmidt
Llbr'ary
Bulldln1.
The
it has in other university spheres.
involved in. Catholic Action in
NOTICE TO SECOND
"Good sportsmanship and keen eourse, open to men and women, Britian and France Mrs. Feely of The Athenaeum has been set
SEMESTER STUDENTS:
ls
offered
by
the
university
with·
discovered that she had a chest as Mareb H. Another key wtU be
All tezt books wtll be returned competition have characterized out ebarge.
our
competitive
relationships
in
tumor
which the doctors termed offered for the aeleetecl piece of
i9 publisher March 10.
The Rev. Charles Kovari, S.J.,
more than half a dozen intercol"inoperable
and inaccessible." It prose or poetry appearln1 In the
legiate sports. Neither institution instructor of Germal), who is was then that she traveled to Athenaeum Staff ancl 1ndaate
Voting
·himsP.lf
a
Hungarian
refugee
from
has given any evidence of its
Senior elau offleen are avail· wish to terminate the fine rela-' Communist oppression, will con- Lourdes to give her services to spring Issue. Memben of the
the sick and to mke her own
able to accept nomlnatlou for tionships. Football contracts have duct the course.
for a holy and students wrltlnr for the map·
preparations
He assisted in the preparation
the Hnlor mark of dl1UncUon In been signE!d for 1957 and 1958,
happy
death.
God,
no doubt, had sine are not ell1lble.
South Ball i&,cl&J. NomlnaUou and we plan a regularly sched· of a ·special book of 300 pases
other
plans
for
her,
and on her
will be posted on MondaJ. On uled basketball game in 1957- covering grammar, voeabulary,
Books
TundaJ, senlon are ukecl . to 1958 with the additional . option and an index of most used phra•· second visit to the baths, she was
cut . their votes for .the final for Xavier to play in the Uni· es. Each student will reeelve one cured.
A used book house will have a
Since her recovery she has
11lectlon. Su11ntlou that Jaave versity of Cincinnati Invitational of these boob.
representative at the Booutore
dedicated
herself
as
a
volunteer
been made Include bluen (911·
Father Kovari joined th~ XavWe have not in the
to bu1 any boob todaJ.
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
Sl'f>, wests <'9>, and vnta <Sl·ts>. Tournament.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Paae 8)

Xavier Participants
Aicl Local Doctors

'.·'

Execiitive II.eads
Of Xavier And U.C.
Joint College· Play Issue Statements
Given By Teutons;
Heidelberg Hosts

Wonder Of Lourdes Topic Of
Catholic Actio11ist Wednesday

English Course

ForH11ngarians

Prize Key A.warded
To Taverner Heidt

'
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~ymphony

Strings Attached
ecently, the Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president,
R
made public the plans for the future expansion of this
university. Six new buildings, including a classroom building,
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:
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i
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By. Bill Di1que

faculty residence, student union, dormitory building, maintenance building, and natatorium building, are planned. Spiraling enrollment necessitates positive action now to meet the
anticipated educational demands of the next decade.
It is noteworthy that this expansion will not cost the state
of Ohio or the Federal Government one cent of the tax-payers'
money, though the university's facilities are open to all. Catholic education on all levels is an excellent example of private
enterprise in action. At a time when countless pressure groups
seek a share of the political pum that results from excessive
taxation, the Catholic educational system, with its 217 colleges,
remains free and independent of the slightest tinge of government control.
Federal aid to education is the popular cry from many
quarters today. In the face of increased enrollment, this group,
long dependent on government hand-outs, turns to the Federal
Government for aid in spite of the fantastically-high 1957
budget. The advocates of federal aid to education, as it is
popularly understood, much prefer that the federal government administer this aid than the individual states.
The government can and should encourage educational
initiative. It is a proper function of the federal govE!rnment to
grant low-interest loans for construction purposes. The gov·
ernment should continue to award scientific grants. Still
another suggestion often made is that candidates for doctorates
be permitted to deduct certain expenses in obtaining their
degrees fro~ their .income taxes. All of these polici~s do not
involve outright gifts, and, as such, do not constitute the
liberal mania for federal aid lo education.

There are no concerts in
Music Hall for the next few
weeks. Therefore, this week I
am going to discuss the life of
Thor Johnson, who is in his

Cwhfr IUFFALO, (N.Y.J EVENIN& NEWS

Editor Condemns Tax System
The following is a lucidly-expressed opinion on our present tax system by Sherwood C. Ide, president of Independence
Foundation, Inc. Mr. Ide speaks in terms understood by all,
not just economics majors. These opinions were expressed in
the Jan. issue of Dawn. -Ed.

Talk to almost anyone about
taxes and you will learn that it
is a big item. I doubt if many
people actually realize what our
. present tax rate means to them.
The cost of paying taxes is
more than the outlay of money.
It now amounts to undermining
the economic foundation of our
future.
While many politicians 1lve lip
service to a reduction in taxe~
particularly for the "little fellow"....:..they stlll advocate a p01lcy
of soaking the ·rich.
There are at least three things
wrong with this line of thinking.
In the first place, there aren't
enough rich to soak to amount.
to more than a drop-in-the-bucket. "'
In the second place, a program
of heavy taxation for specific
groups is discriminatory. And
most of our politicians have been
loud in their attacks on discrim·
ination.
In the third place, this "soak
the rich" is merely a bromide
that actually does more damage
to the little fellow than if he
paid his own fair part of the
load.
Business leaders have advo·
eated a pro1ram which would
reduce the top rates of taxation
to a maximum of thirty-five per
cent. Strange as it may seem, reducing the maximum rate would
not necessarily reduce the actual
dollar income.
These rate reductions would
contribute to an expanded econ·
omy which would produce great·

er tax revenue-even at the lower rates. In turn, it would mean
greater general prosperity.
Clifford Hood, president of
Unit d States Steel Corporation,
said in a speech last fall that
a thousand billion (a trillion)
dollars had been siphoned out of
our economy during this generation. ·
It's easy to say, "So what! He's
a capitalist representing big busi·
ness." But we must remember
that U.S. Steel and othP.r big corporations are not owned by a few
rich men.
Most of these companies have
more stockholders than employees. The United States Treasury
reports show that more than
fifty per cent of all people receiving dividends are people who
earn less than five thousand a
year.
To care for the needs of an increasPd population, which experts claim will add another fifty
million persons, we must create
new production facilities for the
future.
Money that is drained from the
economy through excessive income tax, corporation tax, and
duplicate dividend tax will never
produce mills or factories to create, jobs for ·the future.
We are only kidding ourselves
if we think it doesn't effect us
just because the money Is coming
out ot another pocket. We all
have a stake In the future and
we had better soon start think·
ing about it.

o·BITER DICTA
By Dart Herth

0

Ever since the pedal on my
tricycle broke I've been confronted with a problem of transportation. If my energy could
match the strength of my shoe
lea.ther there would be no diffi·
culty. So it is that on. a few rare
occasions I resort to that great
stronghold of private enterp1·ise
within private enterprise, taxi·
cabs.
Returning from a rather late
engagement last winter, and
being rather flush with money
at the time, I decided that for
the sake of time as well as comfort, I would hail a cab.
"Sure is cold out there," I said
using the weather as the universal starting point for conversation.
"Yea, weder ·sure is cr-r-azy,"
the driver spit out.
;'Lot of those little 'bootleg'
cabs passed the corner, but I
didn't want to mess with them.
How do they charge anyway? I
didn't see any meter inside ·like
other cabs use." I asked, wondering about a source of long puzzlement to me.

"You should be glad yuh didn'
take one of those dogs ,, . . " the
squat figure with watery eyes
behind the steering wheel laughed
gruffly and wheezed on, "they
charge just what dey feel like.
Might cost five dollars to Glenwood from here. They got dcre
own regulars and the guys what
rides wit' dem all da time know
jus' how much it's gonna cost
'em to where· they wants to go."
"Naw, you don't wanla fool
around with dem little guys. You
know what they do?"
"No ... what do you mean?"
I asked, not knowing what he
was talking about.
"I mean for charging people>•
"No, what? Flat rate?"
"Aw sure, some . . . but most
just sorta make it up as dey go
along." We. approached an intersection just as the light changed
and the driver stepped down on
the accelerator and sped through.
"Sure, dose guys don't worry
none," he. finished his thought.
"Well, I didn't want to mess
around with them. It seemed bet(Continued on Page 8)
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tenth season as musical director
of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
Dr. John10n, born In Rapids,
Wisconsin in 1913, be1an bis
musical studies at Winston Salem,
North Carolina. During his eolle1e years at the Unlvenlty of
North Carolina, he conducted the
Caroline Ensemble, which furnished the musical settinp for
the famed Carolina Play Makers.
While he was still in college, he
was appointed associate eonduetor of the North Carolina State
Symphony Orchestra.
After he graduated from the
University of North Carolina, he
went to the University of Michigan where he won his master's
degree in music. In 1935, Dr.
Johnson was awarded the Becke
Foundation scholarship, which
provided for two years study in
Europe. However, before going to
Europe, he spent a yPar at the
University of Michigan as a member of the musical faculty. In
Europe, Johnson studied under
Bruno Walter, Felix Weingartner,
Nikolui Malko, and Herman Abenrath.
In 1938, he returned to the
University of Michigan and was
appointed as assistant professor
of music. There he org~ized and
conducted the Little Symphony
of Ann Arbor, at the head of
which he toured twenty-eight
states with outstanding succ..ss.
In the same year of 1938, Johnson founded and conducted the
Asheville Mozart Festival.
In the following two years be
conducted the University Mu.sical
Society May Festivals, the Grand
Rapids Symphony, and the Mlcbi1an UniversJty symphony and
choral unions. Dr. Johnson spent
the summers of 1940 and 1941 at
the >Berkshire Music Festival,
where he started under Serge
Kaussevltsky and conducted the
student orchestra for a total of
twelve appearances.
In 1942, he enlisted in the army
where he founded and conducted
the first soldiPr symphony or·
chestra. With the approval of the
Army where he made guest appearances with the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the
Chicago Symphony and the Philadelphia Orchestra, after which
he was se11t to England as conductor of the American University Symphony Orchestra. After
h'is honorable discharge, he again
conducted the New York Philharmonic Orchestra at its Stadium Cancer.ts. On December 8,
1946, Thor Johnson was engaged
as permanent conductor of the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra•.
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Dr. Robert G. Johnson, assistant professor of chemistry, has
been elected editor of the quarterly publicatior.. of the Phi
Lamba Upsilon national honorary chemical society for a threeyear term.

Comment One-Treadmilf•. to Oblivion. If Charles Van
Polio Shots
Doren errs on Twenty One within the next few weeks, it won't . The Student Health Center
surprise me at all if ·the stumper is, "What is the story on the announced that polio shots
class gift." Although this may seem to be a bit exaggerated still available. The Center
there is a great deal of speculation in regard to this simpl~ pointed out that 15.9% of

However, it seems that a group
• question.
To begin with, the class gift, of students united and formed
as of now, is still the sign which opposition to the monument and
CAa'l'OONllTl....................................................-.6ela• Yea W'laa.......,. le~ .......... . . will be strategically placed on presented the idea of Hi-Fi unit,
BVBNINO COLLEGE EDITOR.............................................................................. ...CalbJ ltampll
(fte YllWI . . . eplalea1 HPHllld ltJ' YllrlHI featare Wlfferl, ffla....... ... the campus, possibly in the mid- which has, within the past· few
edtterfal wrllen •e •et aeee_u,. espreA th efftelal •Plale• er th Z.Yler dle of South Hall.
weeks, been placed in North
IJcdftnlQ ..•l•i.tntlea. MaU.11 er emtlal aa••re •H•lrlils 1a ne Wen wm
lie ............., .
The first part was euy, that Hall, thus halting the subvcr•AO'Dlllr MODllU'l'OR. ..........;............................................................................Kr. fte. . . Waell
SDftOlllAL ADftllR. .............................................- ......................,., Geer1e A. C111nM, 1.1, is if all comers are pleased.
(Continued on Pa1e f)

has.
are
has
all
polio cases in 1955 occurred in
the 15-24 age group, that an estimated 45,000,000 persons have
received one or more shots in
perfect safety,, that there are no
severe reactions to the vaccine
and that the vaccine is highly
effective.
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Dr. Link Qualifies As Xavier's Own ·Dr. Livingston
Pro/ Boasts Musical ,Diplomatic, Army Careers;
Directs Radio-TJ' Arts Dept. 0/ College 0/ Music

New Book Out
By Local Authors

By Ralph Hogue
Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., associate professor of Economics and
Business Administration, is one professor who has proved that
he puts into practice what he teaches. He might well be expected to, for Dr. Link is listed in "Who's Who in American
Education," "Directory of American Scholars," "Men of Sci-

A i;iew book, co-authored by
John Travers MoorP, Cincinnati
poet and author, and Rosemarian
Staudacher of Milwaukee, a former member of the Xavier University News Bureau, has been
released by Farrar, Straus and
Cudahy of New York. The book
is being published simultaneously
• in Canada by Ambassador Books
Ltd. of Toronto and Burns and
Oates, publishers in London.

ence," and other scholarly direcFrom Paris Dr. Link was sent .
to Shrivenham-American Univertories.
The personal data sheet is sity, England, where he was assometimes discussed in his busi- sistant dean and faculty member
ness classes, and by supplying in 1944 and 1945. His last im·
one concerning himself, a great portant assignment in the army
deal of the normally, lengthy was com~anding officer of Stars
oral interview time was rendered and Stripes, European editions
unnecessary. This was a great (Paris, London, and Frankfort),
help in gathering information for after a brief tenure as adminis·
a story about him, for as most tration officer of S t a rs an d
· Veterans Honored
students know, Dr. Link is one · Stripes.
of the busiest men on the Xavier
· Jn 1946, Dr. Link returned to
Two 25-year veterans of serfaculty.
Xavier to become an assistant
vice on the Xavier University
There were eight children in professor of economics and busistaff were honored Sunday,
the Link family. Dr. Link was ness, though he. nearly accepted
Or. Joseph Link, Jr., as Public Affairs Attache to the American February 3, at the annual dinthe. youngest, although he has a an opportunity to go to Coral Ambassador in Korea, receives a ·citation from the Ron. C. R. Shin- ner for faculty and staff memtwin brother, Dr. Harold L. Link. Gables, Florida. At that time he icky, former chairman of the ROK National Assembly and presiden- bers on the campus.
Both Dr. Links were graduated had already signed a contract as
The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Confrom Xavier in 1935 with honors. assistant to the dean of Com- tial candidate In the last general ~lection. Dr. Link was cited for his ner, S.J., president, presented
During · undergraduate college merce Dept., University of Mi· lnstrumentalJty in be)rlnnlng the first library for congressmen in the watches to Edward P. Vonderdays, both men wer&- active in ami, when he was persuaded to ·National Assembly.
Photo by X. U'. Camera Club tions and assistant to the presicampus activities. Dr. Baroid return to Xavier by Father SteiHarr, director of public relaLlnk was a member of Student ner, then President of Xavier.
All students must fulfill their dent, and. to Albert J. Worst,
Council, while Dr. Joseph Link Dr. Link was made chairman of
annual retreat requirements by librarian, on the occassion of
was president of the Clef Club, the Economics and Business De- ·
their twenty-fifth anniversaries.
Easter Sunday, April 21.
editor of the Xavier University partment in 1947, and he. kept
News, and a member of the that position until 1951 when he
Over two hundred assistantband. Dr. Link 'worked In the entered the United States DiploDean's. and Registrar's offices to matic Service for one year. In ships, fellowships; and scholarearn bis tuition through Xavier.
1947 the "Xavier Presents" radio ships are open to Americans for
Music has always been Dr. and televisi~n show was or~gi study in Europe, Asia, the MidLink's "hobby". He studied music nated and directed by Dr. Link dle East, and Latin America.
These grants are given to Amerand played in high school and
over WOPO and WCPO-TV.
Be was sent to Korea as PabUc icans •by countries around the
Xavier. While still in college, Dr.
Link had his own weekly piano Affairs Attache, Assistant to the world as their contribution to
program on radio station WFBE American Ambassador in Korea. the exchange program.
(now WCPO). He played duets Be was In charge of the Voice of
Th e s e foreign government
with Dr. Charles Blase on the America for Asia. During his stay grants cover tuition in most of
first "Xavier Hour" radio pro- in Korea he was Instrumental In •the famous universities of the
gram on WKRC in 1933.
beglnnlng the fint Ubnuy for world, including Oxford, the
.
congressmen of the Korean Na- Sor.bonne, Padua, and the Free
. Dr. Link has also played the tlonal AssemblJ.
piano on NBC, OBS, AFN
The XU News was made an University of Berlin. Travel
(Armed ~orces Net~ork), and eight page paper while Dr. Link expenses and living costs are
VOA (Voice of America).
was the moderator in 1952, after covered by the awards or by
He began his teaching career· his return from the diplomatic supplemental grants in many
at Roger Bacon and Western service. He was made Director, cases.
The Institute of International
Hills High Schools.
Radio-TV Arts Dept. of the Colin 1937, Dr.. Link toured Eu~ppe lege-Conservatory of Music part- Education, 166 South Michigan
with Rev. Juvenal Berens, O.F.M., time in 1953 in its affiliation with Ave., has applications for these
principal of Roger Bacon. While Xavier and developed the B.S. grants. Application deadlines
in Europe, Dr. Link studied at and M.Ed. programs in the area vary from January 15 to May 1,
the University of Paris.
of Communication Arts.• The en- at which time competition for
Upon his return to the United rollment in the Radio-TV course American Fulbright awards will
States, Dr. Link undertook the has been brought from 42 in begin.
task of· assisting Monsignor R. 1952 to 200 students at present.
Doctor Link has had fur.ther
Marcellus WagnPr, director of
There will be no classes on
you have the stuff that executives are made
the Fenwick, and Catholic Char- education at the University of
of.
Friday,
March
15,
the
125tb
An·
ities. He remained in this role Paris;. Oxford 'university, Eng' imagination
until he was inducted into the land; University of Cincinnati; nivenary Holiday. The holiday
•ambition
Army in 1943. ·Before being University of Kentucky; Ohio wu postponed from Founder's
drafted he had also been vice·· State University (in political sci- Day, Oct. 1'7. Without this holi• leadership
president of USO in Cincinnati ence): and University of Seoul day, classes would be held ten
I
there's a world of opportunities for you
National University, Korea.
from 1937.
consecutive weeks.
with KROGER ... the nation's third larg·
Or.
L'ink'a
Iar1est
contribution
. Dr. Link had returned to Xavest .food distribute&
·
ier as,a teacher before entering to universal education was probKroger
offer.s
lucrative
oppprtunities
now
the service. He taught evening ably the edltlns of the "Econ• •
and a future as far-reaching as this grow•
pmlcs and Useful Arts., Section"
Ing organization itself.
classes from 1940 to 1942.
of the Lincoln Llba:ary of Essen·
From management trainee to management
Tbou1h Or. Link now holds tlal · Information. . He pat two
executive, you can progress as far as your
the rank of Major In the Arm>:,
research In thla w0rk
Reserves, he was not always aa which can be found In nearlJ all
• initiative
3616 Mont10Dlel'J' Road
officer. Be was drafted Into the libraries.
and
EVANSTON
Army as a "buck private." While
.
•
capabilities
doln1 work In the Counter In·
A Pew Bloekl North
X·BOOK
telll1ence Corps, as a corporal,
01 Tbe Donna
Do
you
want
to
find
out
what
will take you.
he· worked with Or. Raymond P.
a
certain regulation is? The
Bachelor lenlce
McCoy, who he know from unOur Npresentative will visit your campus
place to find what you want to
l'laff Dl'J' BancUe1
der1raduate days at Xavier. Dr. ·know is the X-Book. Tl.e new
Wednesday, March 13
McCoy was Or. Link'• predecea·
t BOUR •BRVICB
1956-19957 edition is now avail10r as editor of The NewL Dr. able. It is published by the
Make an appointment at your
Link wu promoted to staff ser·
placement office now for an inter•
Public Relations Department and
1eant; he was In "lnteWsence'' given free to all students. Jn
•
view with him .
at a prisoner of war camp at it is found a description of the
Asll to see our blue booll:
Camp Campbell, Ky.
·
campus and buildings, school
"A Career for College Men"
He was sent to officer's candi·· songs and cheers, major univerITALIAN AND AMBRICAN
date' school at Camp Lee, Va.,. sity social activities, organizal'OOD
from which he emerged a Second. tions, academic requirements
Lieutenant in 1944.
rules for residents, off-campus
1811 MONTGOID&'I' aD.
After receiving his commission,. students, and organizations. Foot~
I MIDates l'rom XaYler
Dr. Link was sent to Paris,. ban· '.and, basketball records are
France, where he was an instruc· · .listed ·in the back. A new fealocated in 2 I states of the midwest and south
(One Blook loatll of Dau)
tor and faculty member at the· ·ture of the X-Book is that
Army Information and Educa• charactures of the various activtion Staff School, Cite Unlveni·· ..ities and services are found
taire, at the University of Parll. within its covers.
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XAVIER CONQUERS "MUST"

THE BENCHWARMER

M11skies Gain N.l.T. By Feasting Ori Dayton
A.nd Manliattan; Toledo A.dded A.s Dessert
By Ed Adam•
When the. chips were "really" down, w~en the outlook
was most dismal, when everyone began refermg to the· Muskies as choke-up guys, the same choke-up guys on whom a
local newspaper had saddled an inferiority complex. tag, had
what it takes. They got up from the canvas and flatly informed
Dayton and Manhattan, NIT choices, that theirs was the better
ball club.

What a difference a week makes. Only a week ago, the
Musketeers were given little chance of making the National
Invitational for the second straight year. That is, the fans
gave them little chance. Had they talked to the players, they
may have thought different. Anyway, no matter who they
talked to, the Flyers of Dayton and the Jaspers of Manhattan
are sure to agree with the NIT selection committee that the
Muskies certainly deserve a spot in the 12-team field. Whether
the Muskies will be seeded or not, remains to be seen. As of
right now, Dayton, Seattle, and Manhattan seem to be the
likely bets to be three of the teams to be seeded. My opinion,
which means exactly nothing, is that the fourth remaining
seed will come from either Memphis State, Seton Hall, or
Xavier. Of course, I don't know who the four other teams will
be. St. Peters, St. Joseph's of Philadelphia, and St. Louis
appear to have the inside track on three of the remaining
berths.

With the possible exception of
Coach Wulk and his soph laden
squad, no one frankly expected
the welcome turnabout of form.
No one had given up on the
Musketeers yet no one envisioned
such magnificent showings as

roadblocks with an unexpected
fired-up calmness and secured
the elusive NIT nod.
Ice Man Hank
Led by the paragon of calm·
ness himself, guard Hank Stein,

• • • • •

Do you realize that since the second semester began, the
Frosh of Coach Don Ruberg are among the unbeaten. The
"Little Muskies" have taken the measure of Bacon Alumni,
Wright-Patterson, and have avenged earlier season defeats
with Dayton and Cincinnati. The last two were on strange
floors, no less.

• • • • •

Xavier is still among the nation's leaders in scoring and
rebounding. They stand to move ahead of Dayton in rebounding since they out-rebounded the taller Flyers in the last
meeting. Corny Freeman has dropped from 7th to 10th in
· individual rebounding with a 1.94 recovery average.

• • • • •

When the Brooklyn Tablet comes out with their annual
All-Catholic All-American, don't be a bit surprised to see
Xavier's "fabulous three Sophs" (Stein, Freeman, and Viviano)
among those mentiohed. In his last three games, Stein has
accounted for 79 points (26.3) .

Hank Stein slams in two of his 29 points as Xavier's Musketeers
downed U.D.'s Flyers 68-65.
Photo by X. U. Camera Club
were staged against the Flyers the Muskies first flattened the
and the Jaspers. Least of all, no vaunted Flyers of Dayton, 68-65.
one exuded unabounded hope of Stein was superb, especially at
an· NIT bid.
the frea throw line in the crucial
But the Muskies took the two last minutes of the contest. Here

he hardly blinked an eyP. a.s he
sunk eight charity tosses in succession. For the night he bucketed
13 of 14 free throws and eight
field goals for a whopping 29
points. As the 6-2 redhead trotted
from the floor at game's end, he
was mobbed by his deliriously
grateful teammates. Another
mobbing and round of cheers
awaited him as the Musketeer
bus arrived back on eampus. Untold numbers of dorm students
had kept a 1:00 viril to applaud
the Blue and White and Stein in
particular.
Pressure Performances
At halftime, X commanded a
29-26 lead. But not unlike Tom
Blackburn coached teams, the
Fly<>rs roared back early in the
second half to assume a lead of
five points, 46-41. Stein and Viviano pounded away at the Dayton margin and within minutes
thP. Muskies were back in front.
Besides Stein, Freeman at 12
and Viviano at 10 hit double figures. The victory was X's 14th in
20 outings. X had taken Dayton
but the NIT bid still wasn't quite
a certainty. Theory was that if
the Muski~s overcame Manhattan, whose coach was on the NIT
selPction committee, X av i e r ' s
chances would be enhanced to
the point of virtual probability.
And again, W,ith pressure thick
enough to sliee with a knife, the
Musketeers came through. The
Jaspers of Manhattan were subdued 99-86, X's fourth highest
score of the year. Xavier had /
vanquished a team whose coach
claimed could lick North Carolina State.
Stein Again!
Again the big name was that
of redheaded Hank Stein. ·He

•

•

You smoke refreshed

A new idea in smoking.~.all-new Salem

~

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern Hiter

Take a puff-it's Springtime! Light up a filter-tip SALEM and find· a smoke
that refreshes your taste the way Springtime does you. It's a new idea in amok·
ing-menthol-fresh comfort ... rich tobacco taste •.• pure, white modern filter!"
Jhey're all in SALEM to refresh your taste. Ask for SALEM-you'll love 'em!

Salem refreshes your taste
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~TEAMS

MUSKIES AWAIT MIAMI'S
SCALP HUNTING REDSKINS

matched his 29 points against
By Gortlon Craic/ortl
Dayton with another 29 markers.
Xavier's NIT bound Musketeers close out their 1956-57
Four nights after the Manhathome
basketball season tomorrow night when they engage
tan success the Musketeers blasted out a 79-59 victory over the Miami's NCAA bound Redskins amid a gala Mardi Gras weekUniversity of Toledo Rockets. end, with the tipoff set at 8:30 p.m.
The invadPrs from Oxford
E1Dbery Again
The Muskies who suffered only
aren't
arriving
in
a
happy
mood,
the slightest letdown after the
In recording their 84-72 win at
as they are setting about the task
two brilliant road efforts, waged
Oxford,
it must be remembered
a tooth and nail struggle with the of ambushing our home-standing that Miami's two big men, Ellis
Muskies
for
a
prPvious
drubbing
invaders for the game's first
and Embrey, fouled out with 10
eight minutes. At 12:02 that man handed them at Oxford. But minutes left in the game. Xavier
Xavier,
already
owning
a
84-72
again, Hank Stein, eased in twin
also pulled an effective stall.
free throws that established a victory over the Redskins will Another element of the game to
be
out
to
make
it
two
in
a
row
14-12 Xavier advantage. "Old
watch is the renewal of the battle
Reliable" Joe Viviano added six over Bill Rohr's boys who come between Corney Freeman and
in
with
a
newly-acquired
Midmore tallies, Frank Tartaron
America Conference champion- Wayne Embrey. Embrey, who at
dunked a bunny and the Mus6-7, and 235 lbs., is probably the
ship, their fourth in six years.
kies were well on their way. By
best player to perform in the
'Skins Tough
halftime the lead 1 diminished
Miami, 16-5 on the season, has Fieldhouse this season and is a
slightly but still X led by eight,
had two of their losses inflicted tyrant on the boards, was out38-30.
by Dayton by scant one and two scored and outrebounded by FreeFans Worried
point margins. Their record shows man in their initial mPeting
Barely f o u r minutes had
triumphs over such strong clubs earlier this season. Look for the
elapsed in the second half when
as DePaul 80-70 in Chicago, Cin- fur to be flying under the boards
the rosy world of Xavier basketSaturday night.
cy 88-76, and Eastern Ky. 87-8u6.
ball seemed shattered apart.
The Redskins, avPraging 81.l
The Redskins were one of two
Flat on his back beneath the Toteams to defeat Xavier at the points a game, 18th in the nation,
ledo backboard lay Corny Freelast season, which is will probably start "Buzz" Ellis,
man. The big man had leaped Fieldhouse
almost an impossible feat, and 6-5, at forward along with 6-4
high for a rebound and had land- there is no reason to bar a Miami Bill Brown. Curt Gentrey, 6-1,
ed on his backbone rather than win tomorrow night as they prob- and Johnny Powell, 6-2, will be
his feet. In the minute or so that ably have their best club in the guards, while the pivot spot
he Jay prostrate on the hardwood years, and Xavier could be look- will b~long to the exceptional 6-7
more than one thought of an NIT ing ahead to its NIT engagement. Embrey.
without Freeman flashed through
the stands. He rose a little slowly,
a little painfully, but fit once
more to do battle.
The remainder of the second
half proved enjoyable but routine as the Muskies, step by step,
ballooned their lead to a . final
By Bob Novak
1
79-59. High man for Xavier was
Long
before
the
game
of basketball had entered the mi!lds
Freeman with 20 as X hit on
men
when
Spartans
prized
their development of physical
of
52 % of their shots.

Locliland W ay11e Senior Plays
Last Season As XU M11slielee1·

FROSH STRETCH
RECORD TO ELEVEN
WINS, FOUR LOSSES
By Larry Byrne
The freshmen won their ~enth
game of the season last week,
comlnr from behind to beat the
Baby Flyers of Dayton University, 67-63. This game was one
of sweet revenge for the yearlings after the 81-60 defeat handed them last month.
Up-End Dayton
The leading scorers for the
Little Musketeers were Charley
Phillips and Al Gundrum with
17 points apiece. Jim Kervan
gave one of the stellar frosh performances of the year. AftPr Ron
Nicolai, the six-seven center, had
fouled out, Jim came into thP
game and thsew in five clutch
points to put the Little Muskies
permanently ahead; With this
lead the frosh led by Ducky Castelle put on a withering freeze.
Dayton might have pulled the
game out of the fire but for this
freeze and a home floor rule
which calls for the preliminary
game to end at 7:45. With the
frosh lead c~t to two points and
·Dayton "pressing like crazy,'' Jim
Kervan drew a foul. The clock
showed forty seconds left to
play. The clock kept running and
Jim stood on the sidelines andwiped his face till there were ten
seconds left. Then he stepped to
the line and ended the game with
his two free throws.
Down Readlar
The following Monday night
found the frosh missing their recently acquired pivot man, Ron
Nicolai, as they came up against
a rugged Reading Merchants
team. Still &he Little Muskies
rolled on to annex their eleventh
ball same In fifteen starts with
a deelllve 7'-61 victory. Bill Middendorf and Charley Phillips led
the frosh in the rebounding department with 11 and 12 rebounds
respectively. Scoring honors were
sharacl by four men. Ducky Cas·
telle ·led with a total of 18. He

strength, the word "athletes" came into u~e. And today "athlete" still connotes a champion. Perhaps today we. too ?ften
associate an athlete with the top scorer or the leadmg hitter.
Ray Tomlin is an athlete in the Xavier basketball world, and
·he isn't the "top-scoringes~" guard of the squad. But, nevertheless, be is a champion.
Ned Wulk will be the first one
to sing the praise of Ray, one of
his "hot-shots" on the bench. For
the last two wePks the Muskie's
scrambled over some of the best
in the nation and ran smack into
the NIT, only because of the
Tomlin's on the squad.
Fine Sub
But in the most important
game of the season NIT-wise, the
Dayton game, Ray was called on
to make his first starting appearance in his four years at Xavier.
But the true Ray Tomlin was
seen in the closing minute of the
Cincinnati slip. In spite of the
fact that defeat was almost in the

was followed by Bill Middendorf with 14. Charley Phillips
came next with 13 and Al Gundrum and Jim Kervan brought
up the rear with 10 points apiece.
The Little Muskies anxiously arc
awaiting the retum of Ron Nicolai for tomorrow's game with
Miami's frosh. A win over the
Little Redskins will bring the
frosh to fifty per cent mark with
their colle1e opponents.

books, this Ohioan ran himself
dizzy trying to steal the ball for
another basket, two points closer
to victory. Ray was the "fill in"
that kept the club rolling.
Plans To Coach
Although his first start came
only recently, he was a first at
Xavier in another way, an even
more important way. He was the
first Negro to play on the Xavier
hardwood. He broke the racial
barrier in Mobile, Alabama,
where he was the first Negro to
play on Spring Hill's home court.
Back in Lockland, Ohio where
Ray prepped, he never even got
close to the bench. His excellent
jump shot won for him all-city
and all-state honors, and tne
Ohio State championship .for his
team. Coach Joe Martin, undoubtedly, wishes he still ha.d
Mr. Tomlin, as he enters this
weekend game here at the Memorial Fieldhouse.
Ray evidently has the same
feeling for his Alma Mater, because his first choice in his coming coaching profession is Lock·
land Wayne.
Although "Ray Tomlin" doesn't
appear in a regular starting assignment and his name never
makes block print in the papers,
his playing as a "Filler-in" was
one of the irreplaceable cogs in
this season's NIT wheel. While
at Xavier he has not shown himself to be an athlete, a champion, to the newspaper reade:s,
but to those who have seen him
play, Ray Tomlin is an athlete
in the real sense of the word, a
Cog in a winning wheel.

B1umrin1'1 Ph1rm11y
The DnlO Sttwe Cloten To

Xavier Univerlitv
1611 MoatsomUJ . . . .
MEll'OM 1-1701

N.I.T. PREVIEW
By Bob Queenan
Ed. Note: This is the first in the series of two articles concerning
the te:tms Xavier will face in the N.l.T.
With the exception of Cincinnati, Dayton, and Manhattan, the
teams involved in the National Invitational Tournament with Xavier
are for the most part unknown to Muskie fans. In this and the following article The News will attempt to present a brief sketch of
each of the twelve teams in the tournament.
Seattle
In order to avoid the charge of partiality the teams will be presented in the order in which they announced their bids. The first
team on the agenda is Seattle University. Seattle, absent from the
national basketball scene since the days of the O'Brien twins, has
come back into the nation's spotlight. The chieftans, like the monstrous firs which surround th~m, are loaded with prolific scoring tall
boys. Their number one boy is Elgin Baylor, a transfer from the
College of Idaho, stands 6-6 and supposedly is not capable of making
an error on the court. He is capably assisted at the forward spots by
Dick Stricklin, 6-7 and Thorn Humphries, 6-5. Francis Saunders and
Jim Harney round out the team at the guard spots. This year marks
the very successful debut of coach Don Castolatti.
Memphis State
The team that next announced its bid to the stellar eastern
attraction was Memphis State, a team which Xavier has played in
past years. The Tigers are no strangers to tournament co~J?etition.
Last year after compiling a 20-6 record the boys from D1x1e went
to the NCAA tourney. Memphis is a team which has also done well
for its yearling coach Bob Vanatta, who took over for the transferrii~g
Dr. Gene Lambert. Returning to the Tiger lineup this year are Wm
Wilfong, 6-2, Hoover Scott, 6-5, Jack Butcher, 5-10, and Ron Ragan,
6-3. Some of the sophomores who fill out the lineup are Orby Arnold,
6-6, Bob McDonald, 6-5, Jim Hocaday, 6-6, and Eddie Weil, 6-11.
Local Foes
The next two teams are very well known to Musketeer fans.
The players and coaches of both teams are very familiar to those
faithful and even casual Xavier followers. Both of these teams have
split even with Xavier this year and should the Muskies meet either
of them in the tournament a fine game will result. Dayton can
probably be depended upon to start Palmer, Sicking, Bo.ckhor~, L~ne,
and Riazzi, while Cincinnati will probably stay w1th D1erkmg,
Stevens, Gumbert, Mendenhal, and if he doesn't break or injure (the
Lord only knows what) something else, Frank Nimmo.
St. Bonaventure
St. Bonaventure, which only last year was beaten by the Muskies
in the semi-finals of the Q.C.I.T., was the fifth team to accept a bid
to the tourney. Coach Ed Donovan depends mainly on returning
veterans Brendan McCann and Ernie Rokose, last year's leading
scorers to come through for him when the chips are down. The
Bonnie~ are bolstered by a sturdy crew of Larry Weise, Gerry Olshefski, Jack Connors, Don Newhook, Lee Fitzpatrick, Ken Fairfield,
and Mike Schrauth.
Manhattan
There will be little need to mention Messers. Lombardo and
Paulson and the Manhattan Jaspers they lead after last Saturday's
game in the Chicago stadium. The other five teams as well as a brief
history of the N.I.T. will be included in nert week's issue.

I.M. Results
By Jolin Gardner
Many newsworthy events occur
· around :;;chool during the year,
but one in particular seems to be
slighted. This is the annual Intramural post season basketball
tourney. There is a great deal of
spirit involved among the participants, and this year should be
better than ever. The high scor:..
ing Indians, paced by Walt Bell
. and a couple of fugitives from
the 11 man sport, captain Tom
'·Krebs and Bob Young, seem to be
the choice of the tourney. Bell is
boasting a 30 point average.
The exact date of the tournament is uncertain due to the
high school basketball tournament now in progress. It is hoped,
however, to begin the tourney
about the second week in March.
The top two or three teams,
whichever is decided upon, will
participate. The rules will be of
the sudden death variety, one
loss and you're out.
Turning to the past weeks results, taking the Monday league
first we find the league leading
Crew Cuts squeek past the Volunteers 61 to 57. J. Connaughton
led the winners with 17 points
while Clements had 20 for the
losers.
Elsewhere Monday the XHawks with Frank Robinson hitting for 27 points routed the
Goody Hallers 72 to 47. Mazurick
had 17 in the losing cause.
The Vets Club downed the
lowly Cottages-A who have yet
to post victory number one, 68 to
48. Amend led thP winners with
21 paints. Oberling added 18 for
the Cottages-A.
Tuesday: Walt Bell ripped the

nets for 40 points and Bachman
36 as the high scoring Ir dians
routed the Bears by the unbelievable score of 140 to 35. High
man for the Bears was Drennan
with 12.
The Hustlers set back the
Gorks 74 to 47. The winners were
led by Dosehback with 25 points.
Finn had 14 for the lm;ers.
Wednesday; The league leading Little Hoyas had little trouble
with the Engineers, winning
going away 79 to 55. Hoolahan
was the big gun with 22 points.
Christmann managed 20 for the
Engineers.
The Chiefs took a closP one
over the Gophers 54 to 48. McNelis had 22 for the Chiefs. Casko had 15 for the losers.
The balanced attack of the
Church Keys paid off as they
dropped the Aces 57 to 50. High
man Wai Fleming with 14. The
Aces' Kilgrew had 13.
All Stars Clean
In a hotly contested battle, the
undefeated All Stars virtually
cinched the Thursday championship by handing the Nationals
their first loss of the season 52
to 39. Malinsky topped the scoring parade as he potted 18 points.
Wessels had 16 for the losers.
The Deuces with Greaney's 25
points paving the way defeated
the Badgers 70 ··o 64. Haas and
Palumbo divided 32 points between them for the Badgers.
Again the . unreliables took
their toll. The forfeits were: 7Crowns over the Tigers, Lavender Hill over the Rodents, the
Erasers over the Barbarians, and
the real crusher the Trotters
over the Lushes, which gave the
latter their first defeat of the
season.

J
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COUNCIL EVENTS
By Don Barnlaoral~
Cormcil Correspondenl

After taking time out for yearbook pictures, Student
Council settled down to the business of the week. Jim Perry,
chief justice of the judicial board, started ·proceedings by
introdudng to Council Richard Vanek as his nominee for
freshman representative to the Judicial Board. Dick, a Brock-

that a $400 loan l;>e granted the
Sodality in the event that thPy
should sustain a loss in the
T.S.C.L. presentation.

the proposed sign would be approximately three feet by six
feet of redwood material and
glass-enclosed.

Two committee reports completed the agenda for the week.
Bill Sena, reporting on the parking lot situa\ion, proposed erecting a fence around the Tibbles
Avenue lot to prevent students
from walking from the lot
through private property. President Sajewski suggested that
Sena inquire into the expense of
the proposed fence and report
again next week. Acting on the
·findings of the committee headed
by Bill Douthitt, Council appro·
priated suffident funds to cover
the cost of erecting an outdoor
bulletin board in front of South
Hall. Estimating the cost to be
about $80, Douthitt stated that

The Council meeting closed on
a rousing note as a Freshman
class officer· suggested that the
bill for the bulletin board be
palmed off on the Seniors as part
of their class gift.

man Hall resident from Chicago, . and the situation was therefore
briefly ·addressed Council, pro- in the hand~ of the · Judicial
vidin the members with some Bo~rd to decide the course of
g
. .
action to be taken.
of his vital statistics. A vote was
For· the second straight week,
taken and the appointment was
Sodality Prefect Jack Davis sat
approved.
in on a Council meeting, but this
Having learned a short time week with more luck. Receiving
before the Council meeting that the Sodality's budget for the
the Xvaavier basketball team Training School of Catholic Leadhad accepted an N.I.T. bid, ership program, Council moved
Tim Garry proposed that Council petition Father Wirtenberger
/
to change the Founder's Day
Two
Mighty
Good
Men
To
Know
holiday from Friday, ~;arch 15
20 Years Experience
to Monday, March 18. In this
BRAKES
way, Garry explained, studei;its
MUFFLERS
RELINED
wishing to travel to the tourn~
CAR-LIFE
ment would be able to stay m
New York for the second game
GUARANTEE
$17.SO
on Monday night, in the event
INSTALLEDFREE
AND UP
that Xavier playe<!._ and won
Saturday night. This arrangeM U F F L E R M A N - THE - B R A K E M A N
ment, Garry further explained,
3858 Montgomery Rd. ( N'orwood) ME 1-6832
would be equitable for all stuDual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed
dents in that long weekend was
to be maintained and that, Sunday being Saint Patrick's Day,
Monday would be provided for
the out-of-town students to return to campus. Council acknowledged approval of the. propos~d
petition and passed ·1t unani.......
mously.
As a result of the findings of
the Constitutional-Rtvision Committee last Thursday at the first
of its meetings, Dick Ulmer
presented to the Judicial :8oard
a case concerning the election of
the current i-l;F.C.C.S. officers.
According to the Constitution,
the officers are to be elec-ted by
Council from a list of cand_idates
submitted by the moderator of
the N.F.C.C.S. The election of
the present officers was . not
conducted in the prescribed
manner, according to Ulmer,

Physics. Club
Two senior theses will be pre·
sented by the seniors who per·
formed them at the Physics Meet·
ing, Wednesday, March 6 at 1:30
p.m. in Albers 54. A future field
trip to the Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telepho.ne Co. will be
discussed. William Sandke is
president of the Physics Club.

pleasure, They'.re luxurious
to wear • , ~ good to look at , • , and

a cinch to own by the drawer-full
because our \'aJues are a.s
excellent as our quaJityl

Mahley & Carew
TWO FINE STORES
Carew Tower • ·Western Hills Plaza

' \ I/' .

·-~~
~,

•

ASTRO"'OMERSI Long sunsets make
you Impatient? Do you hate standing
around, twirling your telescope, waiting for dark? Cheer up ... now you
carifillthatgap!TakeoutyourLuckies
-and you're in for a Twilight Highlight! Luckies are out of this world
when it comes to taste. That's be·
cause a Lucky is all cigarette • • •
nqthing but fine, mild, naturally goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTED to
taste even better. Light up a Lucky
yourself. You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarett.e you ever smoked!

HALEY'S COMMENTS
(Continued from page 2)
sive element.
The present position of the
opposition seems to be a parody
to a "Street and Smith who dun
it."
The big problem, as 1 see it,
is the mthod of selecting the
gift. As I mentioned in this
column last :fall the procedure
used was not the most diplomatic
but seemed the only way.
There has been the suggestion
of a class constitution, which
may stop all of the argument.
This legislation would be adopted
by a class late in their freshman
year and carried with said class .
during the entire undergraduate
period. This could be accomplished at the present, but by
the time this exhausting process
were completed the class gift
might be new goal posts for UC.
This in itself·would be a memorable gift for any class, but as
many have pointed out, this
lonation is a thank you for t'
time spent on the campus and
all should be more than happy
to donate. Th'e university and
· the officers ·are not interested
in the amount, but in 100%
participation by the students.
Within the next week or so
all the seniors will receive a
letter concerning the class gift.
Read it c:arefully and then decide.
In the meantime· I hope that
XU wins the NIT and we can
build a statue of Ned Wulk.
Then, all problems will be
solved.
·

. ·.·:·.·::·...........·.·.·.·:·:•.,::.:!~
STUCIC FOi DOUGH1

~START STICKllNGI

~~

WHAT IS .AN ANGRY .IUTCHEH

WHAT IS A NOISY POLITICAL MHTINGf

WHAT IS A HOPPED.UP GOHDOLAf

MAKES25

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print-and tor hundreds more that
never get used! So start Sticklingthey're so easy you can think ot do:tens
in aecQnds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words muat have ihe same number of
syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
'em all with your name, addre11&,
<XJllegeand class to Happy.Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

IA•H JIOWILL."
41U•AllA

0

WHAJ IS A WOLi IN SHEE•'S CLOTHING•

NOLLY ,_111111181,
u. or II. CAIOLlllA

Sham Lomb

WHAT IS fAICE CLASSICAL MUSIC•

ANlll llLL,
OIUllO•A

IAHI IUJLH,
fflJClll COLL.

.."

WHAT IS A HUG IN Hou.AND•

c.na.

'°''·

COLL. Of Tiii llOUOIAI

•AllfHA IACHllll,
llADCLl"I

WHAT IS A uo.Hiwl lBIGuMf

W.1..HlllH,
IOWA

Luckies Taste Better
.. IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER ••• CLEANER, FRESHER,· SMOOTHER I

.:;.
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The Night Side of The News
Nocturnal Notations

Faculty Profile

By Kaihy Slumph
A popular figure who has
Eight ~vening College students made the Dean's List this paved the way for many insemes~er with a 4.0 average. They include: John Becker, Jerold coming students at the EveBerhe1t, Kathryn Burke, John Deters, John Lancaster Norman ning College is Mr. Paul E.
Sweeney, assistant dean ·and
Malm, Lois Molique, and Jack Ruberg.
'
Other students included ~n the List are: Barbara Bratt, Director of veterans Education.

Ca~vin Colebank, Harry Weingartner, Charles Rogers, Donald
Wiedeman, Roy Halsey, Francis
Kane, Robert H e r ts e n b er g,
Thomas Westerfield, James Donnelly, Mary Perry William McGurn, Donald Borgarding, Elmer.
Maue, Robert Stautberg, William
Hagedorn, Alton High, Bernie
Kruse, Donald Plogman, John
R/ipber.ger, William Anneken,
Richard Filgo, Robert Goodpaster, Thomas McDonough, James
Condit, Robert Freson, Stanley
Hi.iines, Joseph Lonnemann, Jr.,
John Scherm, James Stenger,
Albert Mechley, Donald Reinhart, Joseph Schraer, John Thamann, Henry Averbeck, James
McDaniel, Lawrence Muldoon,
James Swan-son, and Robert
Ratterman.

--:,.,_,_.,:!
·

Mr. Sweeney made his debut in
September and since has been
appoined advisor of the EC
Staff of The XU News.
After his graduation from Xavier University in 1953 with a
Bachelor of Science Degree, he
spent two years in the Army as
secretary to General Tyson. commander of Third Artillery, Ft.
Benning, Georgia. It was here
that Mr. Sweeney organized a
·catechism class for the Catholic
rural population, which consisted
of twelve teen-agers and six
young children. After the army
he went back to school at Xavier
and received his Masters in
Education in August, 1956.
Activities during his college
days included one year as prefect of the Sodality of Mary,
senior delegate of the National
Federation of Catholic College
television program Xavier PreStudents, ar.d director of the
sents for one semester.
When home in Springfield,
Ohio, Mr. Sweeney enjoys taking
motion .pictures, his favorite
hobby. Most of his time, however, is spent in Cincinnati as
an able member of the Evening
College administration.

ji

Paul E. Sweeney
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Personalities
The old expression "Like
father like son" can be taken
quite literally in the Tolwig
family. Only in this instance the
wording should be revised to
"Like father like daughter." Mr.
Joseph Tolwig and his <laughter, Phyllis, enrolled at the
Evening College last fall. Mr.
Tolwig's courses this fall include
metaphysics, principals of speech,
and Christ, Prophet and King.
He is employed by the U. S.

Post Office as a foreman of
Daytime City Delivery. He formerly attended U. C.
Phyllis Tolwig is taking courses
in trigonometry, Business English and publicity and public
relations. She graduated from
Mother of Mercy High School
in 1956. Phyllis teaches dancing
at her own school, Phyllis Studio, 2823 Applegate Road. She also
coac'hes at various schools in
Mt. Healthy, Westwood, and
Delhi Hills, and at the Emmanuel Community Center.

Reward
"When I was a child, ... I had the thoughts of a 'Child;
since I became a man, I have outgrown childish ways.,'
Lent was so simple when we were children. We "gave up"
candy and ice cream, put pennies in.the "mite boxes" for the
missions, .and went to Mass every morning (if Mother got us
out on time). Somehow we felt that this would make us
"good." This, of course, was sufficient for children.
.
Now, however, we are grownups. Childish forms of pen..ance will no longer do, for Lent is more than just "giving
up" or "doing without". It is a time for spiritual growth.
Penance, of course, is necessary. By Penance, we make
reparation for past sins. Self denial also instills discipline.
By spiritual works, (attending daily Mass, reading of good
books, saying the rosary, etc.) we draw closer to God.
Therefore, Lent is much more than just a time for "giving
up". A true Lent will bring at Easter, not just a hunger for
candy ,and such, but a renewal of the life of the soul which
is as close as we can come to a resurrection in this life.

Progression

nce we were stepchildren. Evening college students were
looked down upon as either ambitious workers who
would use EC credits as a club to get a raise from the boss,
or as social outcasts who spent their evenings buried in academic pursuits.
If this rash generalization ever was true, it is no longer.
Evening colleges have gained in respect and prestige and the
EC students of the 50's have many faces and many reasons
for being there.
The ambitious worker is still present, but he no longer
needs a club. Most supervisors are well aware of the extra
value in a man who will give up limited free time for learning
and self improvement. Also present is the girl who knows that
QUESTION: Do you have a posi· learning somehow makes life better. The vocationally mistlve or negative attitude toward placed person is there, too, working for a degree that will
Lent?
open the door to his or her proper career. And here and the1·e
Marianne Gustin, Bookkeeper, is a middle-aged man or woman who always wanted more
First National Bank: "D u r i n g education, but did not have time till now.
Lent I try to go to daily Mass
The list could go on and on, but the basic pattern is already
and Communion. This is the res- evident. The Evening College student is a person who is not
olution I made last year, but this satisfied to just "get along". He or she knows that in work, in
year I'm going to keep it."
culture, in social life, or in personal life, there is something
Don Klausman, employee, Bald· better, something higher to be achieved. By attending the
win Piano Co.: "Positive-Espe- evening college, the student is taking a concrete step to gain it.
-Robert Feldman
cially during the holy season of

O

EC QUIZ

Lent should a Catholic take devout part in services and devo.tions. At this time, through
prayer and meditation we can
make progress toward sanctification and grow in spiritual bless, 4'0PYRUIHT 1917 THl

COCA•CO~

ings~'

COMPANY

Dorlt just sit there!

Sue Malloy, steno - typist at
General Electric: "I try to go to
Mass at ·least once a week be·
sides Sunday. This was easier
last year while I was in high
school. I am also not going to
eat between meals. ED. NOTE:
Sue is not 21 and doesn't have to
fast yet).

You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
:yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!)

•

Home •••
For Lunches at Worlc or School .••
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la CREAM

LANDEN, LTD.

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
cind Refreshing DesMrt I At your Favorite
food Storel For Home Delivery call CHerry
l·lllO. or ask your French-Bauer drlYerl
I
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Meeting

For Meals at

QUALITY

College Staff

There wlll be a social club
meeting on Monday, March 4, at
7 :45 p.m. All students are Invited
/
to attend.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

HOMOGENIZED MILK

~vening

--..

t-no

_._._.. ......._..

HOW PRACTICAL IS MOONLIGHT!
The bookworm said, ••A moonlight nisJit.
Is apt to be a worthwhile sight,
But after you're through with it •
What can you do with it?'"
MOIALI Plenty, c:hum! Open up
your libido and let in some
moonlight. Take your pleasure 1
BIG ••• smoke Chesterfield King.
With that big si7.e and that big
taste ••• it's the smoothest tastinl
emoke today 'cause it's packed
more smoothly by ACCU•BAY.

•••t, ·

Uk• your ..........
A Che1MrfleN 1Un1 .... lv•rr!ldnll
lltl/OP ~U-P..1ii«IJ rM• _,.,,for ~rJlli°""''P.O. 8c!s JI~ NNY•I •, N. Y.
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Conversational
Aids Provided
(Continued from Page 1)
ier facuUy in 1956 and has taught
Latin as well as German. He
came here from Canada where
he had gone in 1955 after completing four years of study at. St.
Beuno's College, Tremerchion,
North Wales, Great Britain ..
He was ordained to the pnes.thood at Chieri-Torino, Italy, m
l951. He fled to Haly from Hungary in 1947.
.
Father Kovari entered the Society of Jesus in 1941. His parents still reside in Budapest.
He emphasized that new students will be acceptable in the
course at any time since its main
purpose will be to aid the. students 'in attaining conversational
sktll rather than academic knowledge of the language. "The primary aim of the course is to be
of practical assistance," he said.

advice, "Lemme tell you something, buddy, by the time you get
all da way t' Glenwood one of
dose guys'd be charging you a
fin when it should only cost you
two-fifty."
"That's what I thought might
happen. I thought it best to call
a . . . " I was cut off.
"Heck yea boy, you don' want
no part of dem guys. You know
how dey work that?"
"How do they work that?" I
cringed and asked.
"See, dose boys got auto-for-

hire licenses and dey can make
rates up as dey roll along. They
really ain't cabs. You flag one
down and dey jump yuh across
town and charge just what dey
t'ink dey can get. And dey get
it too, 'cause you gotta pay 'em.
They got auto-for-hire licenses,
t-th-ats how they work it. Big
sign in the back tells you they're
different but some people are
too stupid to realize it."
I nodded and murmured a sign
of understanding.
"Now you take us f'instancc. I

mean we use a meter and all but
if I'm going to some real far point
I can just about estimate what
it'll cos' you. But dem other guys,
boy! Ya never know what dere
gonna nail you for."
I remember musing how glad
I was for not taking another cab
because of the trimming I might
have received. I complimented
myself on my patience and
thought I had saved myself twofifty. Of course I had paid no
attention to the route we were
traveling, being content to lean

T.oo
finest

P1z·zA

Located on th•

s. E. Corner Tennessee

OPEN EVERY DAY -

4 P. M. 'till

l A. M.; Fri., Sat. and Sun. 'till

1nd Readln1 ROid, lond Hill.
TIY THE FAMOUS CAPRI

2 A.M.

"GONDOLA''

fl. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

Tiie noblest Sandwlcll If them an !

(Continued from Page 1)
worker at the Lourades Medical
Bureau during the months when
visitors deluge the Shrine .. 'l;'he
rest of the year finds h~r hvi~~
in a historic French village m
southwestern France wh~re ~o.me
truly remarkable and mspirmg
Catholic Action is being done.
Mrs. Feely does not call he1·
own cure a miracle because she
is conscious of the strict requirements the Church impos~s ev~n
after impartial medical investigation has pronounced the cure
she points out what is considered
beyond explanation. ~n ~er ta:k,
one of the great contmumg miracles of Lourdes-that those
who are ill find light in suffering.

To Forget-

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

Try a Capri Pizza tonight - the
q.u a Ii t y Pi u a you can opprociatc.

Speaker Helps
Lourdes Pilgrims

~Important

back and engage in the light, if
not repetitious, conversation with
the driver.
Finally recognizing my street,
I directed, "Third house from the
corner."
"Okay pal. Lemme see here .••
that's four-forty-five."
"But I , . . " I stopped and
read the meter; he was right.
He took the five and I stepped
out. I learned something, though;
I 1learned how bootleg cabs operate, yessir, "charge just what dey
t'ink dey can get."

WOodburn 1-2474

'
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Pick the Pack that Suits You Best . !·

Football Contracts
Signed For Year
(Continued from Page 1)
past, and do not now, feel that
we need long-term contracts to
bind the U.C.-Xavier relationships."
..
The directors and administrators of our two great universities
will continue to set the dimensions by which we plan and carry
out our various activities, including athletics. We are confident
that their sights will aways remain high and will encompass
the total educational good of our
community."

IlM
... L.Tli fUS

Ap_pointment
Father W. Eugene Shields,
S.J., chairman of the Xavier
University history department,
has been appointed chairman of
the five-man committe on awards
of the Ohio Academy of history.
This committee offers a prize
to the author of the best historical \;ork produced in Ohio
during the year 1956-57. Also
on the committee are Professors
A. T. Volwiler of Ohio University, Francis P. Weisenburger of
Ohio State University, Erwin J.
Urch of Defiance College and
Donald P. Gavin of John Carroll University. The award will
be announced at the April meeting of the Academy.

....

.

Obiter Dicta
I

:d

(Continued from Page 2)
ter to take a regular cab like
you. Sure got tired waiting for a
bu!."
"That's right," continued the
driver, "ya take one of those
bootleg jobs and ya get yourself
all messed up. Never know what
dere gonna charge," He shifted
ilis massive frame on the leather
seat and continued his fatherly

Smoke modem 1&M and always get

full exciting flavor
••• PWS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP
c

19j7

L1ccnT. Mun; TOBACCO Co.

With L&M ••• and only LAM •••
can you pick the pack that
suits you best. And only LAM
gives you the flavor ••• the full,
exciting flavor that makes LAM -

AMERICA'S
FASTEST·GROMHG CIGAlllTI
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